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\Vr give :I criterion for the intersection of trim projections in Hilhert space 
to he a projection of finite-dimensional range. This criterion is applied to 
Schrb;dinger operators in L’(W) and to the problem of dctcrmining whether 
there are functions f’ in L”([w”) such that both f and its Fourier transform have 
prescribed support. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a Lebcsguc measurable set in KY’ of finite Lebesgue measure ~(~4), 
with A’ its complement and xa its characteristic function. We consider functions 
in LP( R”) verifying either xAf -= f or xa ,f I= f, i.e., vanishing almost everywhere 
on 4’ or on A, respectively. In this paper we investigate whether it is possible 
that the Fourier transform p off verifies a similar equation, viz. x8/ j or 
I n 
xB,JC = f, respectively, where B is a second measurable set of finite measure. 
Such questions arise, for instance, in the analysis of the joint measurement of 
incompatible observables in quantum mechanics. M’e refer to Lenard [I] and 
Jauch [2] for a discussion of this point. 
Benedicks [3] has shown for I :g p :-=; c*) that there is no nonzero function of 
the first type (i.e., xnf = f and xH,f =- ,f implyf 0). Functions of the second 
type have been considered by Lenard [I] for the cascp 2. Under the additional 
assumption that A and B are bounded, it is shown in [I] that the set of functions 
verifying xA,f = f and xR’,{ :m~ .f forms an infinite-dimensional subspace of 
L*(PP). The proof of this result relics heavily on the fact that the Fourier trans- 
form of a function of bounded support is analytic. 
In Section 2 of our paper we deduce a criterion for the intersection B n F of 
a pair of orthogonal projections B,F on a Hilbert space X to be a projection 
of finite-dimensional or infinite-dimensional I-ange. This allows us to derive 
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the abovementioned result of Lenard under the sole hypothesis that .-2 and R 
be of finite measure. We also give an application to Schrodinger operators in 
quantum mechanics. In Section 3 we combine an expression for En F given in 
[l] with P-inequalities to obtain results about support properties of functions 
in L~(lli?) and their Fourier transforms. 
2. PAIRS OF PROJECTIONS IN HILBERT SPACE 
Let Z be an infinite-dimensional complex Hilbert space and let E, F be two 
orthogonal projections acting in X. We write E n F for the orthogonal projection 
onto the intersection of the ranges of E and F, and we define E’- I - E, 
FL = I ~ F. We denote by -yi”,, (m, n = 0, 1) the closed subspace spanned by 
the common eigenvectors f of E and F satisfying Ef = nzf, Ff : nf, by PC the 
orthogonal sum of these four subspaces and by g, the orthogonal complement 
of Zc . Thus 
2 -2g@& :-~~“~~~l~~~(,~~ll~i~,. (1) 
illI five subspaces reduce E and F. In fact, in the decomposition (1) we have 
E -- i E, @ Eg := 0 @) 0 @ I @ I @ E, , 
EL : E,I @ B,l = I @ I @ 0 @ 0 @ B, ‘m, 
F_IF,OE’,-O~I~O~IOF,, 
(2) 
FL k~ FCi @ F,,l =: I @O @I @O OF,-. 
EC and F, commute and 
EnF == E,F,, El nj71 : L; -‘I; -. c c (3) 
EC, and F, are in generic position in J?~ [4], i.e., E, n F, ~~~ Eg’,I n F, = Eg A Fg;,-’ = 
E,,I n F,’ = 0. By [4, Theorem 21, Xg may be represented as 8, X @Y 
in such a way that E, and F, assume the form 
(4) 
Here I is the identity operator on X’ and C, S are two positive contractions on 
X with C2 + S2 -= I. 
Representation (4) allows us to prove the following result on which some of 
our proofs are based. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let E, F be two orthogonal projections 011 9. There exists a 
unitary operator (I on Z’ such that 
ElFI -~- UEFU* + El n FL - E n F. (5) 
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Proof. (i) Define a unitary operator C’, on & by 
(6) 
in the representation Z,, X’ @X. It follows from (4) that U,E,C,,* A’., 
and U,F,,U,* == F,- 
(ii) Let IC: 1 0 U,, in the representation (I) of Z’. Ry using also (3), 
one sees that 
and (5) follows by combining (7) and (8). 1 
lye denote by i#, the class of Hilbert-Schmidt operators, and by 1’ T l,,IS the 
HilberttSchmidt norm of the linear operator T. The definition of this norm 
[5, p. 2621 implies that for any pair of projections E, F one has 
PROPOSITIOIi 2. Let E, F be two orthogonal projections on fl such that EF is 
a Hilbert-Schmidt (respectively, compact) operator. Then the following two state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(a) ELF-‘- is a Hilbert-Schmidt (respectiveb, compact) operator, 
(b) dim(B’ n FL)% < GO. 
Proof. Let C’ be as in Proposition 1. Since I/ EF (ins < CXJ, both UEFC* and 
E /7 F belong to az , the latter as a consequence of (9). Since ,%, is closed under 
addition, it follows from (5) that E-‘Fl E .%, if and only if EL n FL E .gA, , i.e., 
if and only if dim(El n F’)Z < CO. The proof for the case of compact operators 
is similar. j 
\Ve shall now apply Proposition 2 to specific pairs of projections. We first 
consider a pair EA , FR of orthogonal projections on L2(Rn) defined by 
(E~f)(4 -= x~(4.f(4> &)(O = x&)f(Or (10) 
where A and B are measurable subsets of R”. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A, B be a pair of measurable subsets of UP of finite Lebesgue 
measure. Then dim(E,l n FB1)Z _- co. 
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Proof. Since p(B) < co, xB belongs to L2(R7’) and EAF, is an integral 
operator with kernel x4(x) iB( y  -- x). It follows from the Plancherel Theorem 
that 
Thus E/,F, E a9,. 
Let C be a measurable subset of B’ with 0 < p(C) < m. Then 
which shows that B ‘F’s’ $ g9,. It 
dirn(FAL n FBL)A? =Am. 
now follows from Proposition 2 that 
1 
\Ve next consider Schrodinger operators in L2( W). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let V and W, (k = 1, 2, 3) be veal-valued measurable 
functions defined on lR3 such that V E LF,,,( R3) and WJ, E C1(R3), let 2 be a bounded 
Bore1 set of the real line and let A be a bounded Lebesgue measurable subset of RR. 
Let H be a self-adjoint extension of the symmetric dzfferential operator 
A = i (i(ajZx,) + W,(x))” + V(X) 
defined on D(A) = CUa(R3), let F(E) be the spectralprojection of H associated with 
the Bore1 set 2, and define EA by (10). Then the range of EAi n F(-?Y)i is injinite 
dimensional. 
The result of Proposition 4 is of importance for physical Hamiltonian operators 
of the above form. Expressed in the language of quantum mechanics, it means 
that there exist states having probability zero of being localized in the region A 
and for which the probability that their energy lies in Z is also zero. 
Proof. \Ve denote by t-I, the self-adjoint operator on L2(R3) determined by 
-A [5], and we denote by lM+ the multiplication operator by the function 
$ E C,z(R3). By [6, Lemma 31 we have D(fi*) C H&(W), i.e., (13” + l):l;lf E 
L’(W) for each # t Co1(R3) and each f belonging to the domain D(A*) of the 
adjoint I?* of i? (cf. also [7, Lemma 51). S ince H is an extension of N, A* is an 
extension of N. By our assumption on 2, the range ofF(Z) is contained in D(H), 
which means that F(Z”)f E I)(@) f  or each f EL~(IW~). It follows that for each 
JJ E CUz(R3) the operator (H, f  I) d$F(Z) b is ounded and defined everywhere 
on L2( R3). 
Let S he a ball in W such that A C S and p(S/A) > 0, and choose a function 
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5, E C,=(R3), such that d(x) == 1 for all x E S. By noticing that Es E,M,,, , 
we get 
)I E,F(/q&, < (1 E,(H, -I- 1)-l ;I& l/(H, + 1) ;12,$(27)( 2. 
We have shown above that II(H, + 1) &$F(Z)i: < co. In addition, 
11 E,(H, + 1y 1,;s -= p(S) 11g2 -f- 1)-l l,:2(&) <I x. 
(13) 
Thus (13) implies that EsF(Z) E g2. Hence EAF(Z) =- E,,,E,F(X) E ga . 
In order to apply Proposition 2, it remains to show that EALF(ZI)I $ B2 . For 
this, assume to the contrary that &lF(X)l E ga . Then E,E,‘-F(2)I E ge . Now 
E,E,lF(Z)I L= (Es - E,)(I -F(Z)) = (Es - EA) - E,F(Z) +- E,F(Z). (14) 
By what we have shown above, this implies that Es - E, is the sum of three 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators, i.e., Es - E, = Es,*, has finite-dimensional range 
by (9). On the other hand we have chosen S such that p(S\A) > 0, which implies 
that EsiA has infinite-dimensional range, a contradiction. 1 
The result of Proposition 4 is also true in L2(lR’“) for general n if the hypothesis 
that V be locally square-integrable is replaced by the condition that the function 
Q defined by 
is locally bounded for some cy. E (0, 11. Th e p roof is the same as that of Proposi- 
tion 4 except that for n 3 4 one has to use compact operators instead of Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators, since, for n 3 4, Es(-A + 1)-r is compact but not in a2 . 
To conclude this section, we return to the pair of projections defined by (10) 
and prove that E, n Fu m= 0. This result will be needed in Section 3. In the 
proof we shall make use of the unitary representation of the translation group 
in L2(R”) defined by 
( Unf)(X) = f(x - a) (a E R’“). (15) 
If  A is a measurable set in R” and a E KY, we shall denote by aA the set a4 -= 
(XE!P/X-aafl}. 
LEMMA 1. Let C be a measurable set in IR” with 0 < p(C) < a, let C, be a 
measurable subset of C with p(CO) > 0, and let F > 0. Then there exists a translation 
a E W such that 
CL(C) < AC u aCd < CL(C) + E. 
Proof. Define h: [w” - R by h(a) = p(C u UC,). Since xc and xc, are in 
L2(Rn), we may express h(a) in terms of the scalar product in L2(R’“) 
h(a) = ! !  CT,x~, - XC iI t- (Lrnx~, , XC). 
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This implies together with the strong continuity of UC;,, that h is a continuous 
function. 
Choose 6 such that 0 < 26 < p(Ca) and a ball S, of radius Y in P such that 
p(C n sr’) < 6. Let a E IlP be such that 1 a I > 2r. Since C, C C, it follows that 
p(aC, n S,) < 6. Thus 
h(a) :- p(C u UC,) 2 p(C n S,) + p(aC,, n ,Y,‘) 
“ p(C) - 8 + &C”) - 6 -rz p(C) + p(C,,) - 2s ;S, (16) 
> p(C) = h(0). 
This shows that Iz is not a constant. The assertion of the Lemma now follows 
immediately from (16) and the continuity of h. 1 
proposition 5. Let A, H be a pair of measurable subsets of W of jinite Lebesgue 
measure, and let EA , FB be defined b?l (IO). Then E,, n FB = : 0. 
Proof. We shall show that the assumption EA n FB # 0 leads to a contradic- 
tion. So suppose that there exists f0 $; 0 in (EA n F,)Z. Let 4, ~: 
(X E A 1 ~Jx) # 0} and let N be an integer satisfying N > 2p(A,) p(B). Since 
f,, + 0, we have ~(4,) > 0. 
We shall define an increasing sequence of measurable sets (;li i i = I,..., IV) 
containing A, recursively. For this we apply Lemma 1 with l -= [2p(B)]p’, 
c 7 AimI and C, = d, , i.e., for each i vve choose a translation a, E [w” such that 
b&-L,) < P(Ai-1 u +4,) < &c-l) + (l,‘%@)), (17) 
and we set Ai = ,4,-i u @I,. It follows from (9), (1 l), the second inequality 
in (17), and our choice of N that 
dim(EA,b, n FB) T?’ < ~(~4~) p(B) 
(18) 
< Wd + uvCL(B))IP(B) = CLMJtL(B) + w/-4 -cI x. 
We next define fi = U,,fo It follows from (15) that Fsfj = fi for all 
i Z 0 ,..., N. Also, since A,,, = 4, U a,& U ... U anlAO and fj(,x) = 0 a.e. on 
Q%‘, we have EA,fi =fi for all i =: 0 ,..,, m. Furthermore E,q,,,,A,,,_,fi -= 0 for 
i = O,..., m - 1 and Ea ,a J,,1 f  0 by the first inequality in (17) and the 
definition of A,, , which s”ho&‘thatf,, is not a linear combination ofjo ,...,frilml 
This means thatf, ,...,fs are N + I linearly independent vectors belonging to 
(E,d,v n FB)X, which contradicts (18). 1 
Remark. It is interesting to remark that the subspaces .&r = (EAL n FB)S 
and X& = (E, n FBI) X’ have played no role in our considerations. On the 
other hand, we do not expect that our method should lead to information about 
these subspaces. Although Eq. (5) remains valid if one replaced EF by (EF)” and 
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ELF’ by (ELF’)“, (EAFB)n will not, in general, be a compact operator if p(A) or 
p(B) is infinite. In some cases it is possible to prove that -X,, = yi”la = {O> by 
using properties of analytic functions [I] or of functions belonging to a Hardy 
space [8]. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO U'(W) 
In this part we generalize Propositions 3 and 5 for functions in L”(R”). k%‘e 
begin with an auxiliary result in L2(R”). 
LEMMA 2. Let A, B be a pair of measurable subsets of R’” of $nite Lebesgue 
measure, and dejne EA , FB by> (10). Given any g E L2( Rl), the equation 
h = Fnlg + FBEA h (19) 
has a unique solution h E L2(R1), and f  = EA’h belongs to (EA1 CT FBi)Z. 
Proof. Because EA and FB are projections, the equation 1~ EAF,E, f  Ii ~ 1; f  I/ 
implies EA f  = FBf = f. Since EA n F, :== 0 by Proposition 5, we must therefore 
have I/ EAFBEAf 1, < 11 f 11 for each f  # 0 inL2(W). By (1 I), EAFBEA is a (positive) 
compact operator. It follows that its largest eigenvalue A0 is smaller than I. Hence 
Ii EAFB ii2 =: /j FBEA ]I2 = sup (f, 
‘ifll-1 
EAFBEAf) :== EAFBEA 
It follows that (I - EAFB)m l and (I - FRE,&l are bounded and defined every- 
where in L2(W). Thus the unique solution of (19) in L2(W) is given by h =- 
(I - F,E,)-l F,lg. The fact that f  p= E,‘h belongs to (EA1 n FBI)% is now a 
consequence of the first one of the following identities which are proved in 
[I, Proposition 81 under the hypothesis !I EAFR iI < 1. 
EA1 C-J F,l = EA1(I - FnE,,-lF,l == F,l(I - E,F,)-l EA1. 1 (20) 
LEMMA 3. Under the conditions of Lemma 2, there exists a vector f  -/- 0 in 
L2(W) such that 
(i) f(x) = 0 a.e. on A and!(t) = 0 a.e. on B, 
(ii) f  ELP(W) for all 2 < p < c0, 
(iii) f^ = K - & * R with h E Ijl(rWtz) n Lz(tW). 
Proof. (i) Let g ELM be such that F,lg = g, g ELM but b $ L”(W), 
and let h be the corresponding solution of (19). Then, by Lemma 2, f  -2 E,lh 
is in L2(R”) and verifies (i). 
We next show that f  f  0. For this WC: assume .f ~= 0. Then h =m E,,&, for 
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some A,, E L”(R”). This means (I - FBEA)--lx = E,h, , org y- (I - F&,,)E,& z-m 
F,lEah,, . Now G0 =- iA * h, belongs to L”(W), since both iA and A, are in 
AZ(W) and the convolution of two L*-functions belongs to Lx(P) as a con- 
sequence of the Schwarz inequality. It follows that j = x~,E~EL”(W”). This 
contradicts the assumption ,t 6 L”-(R”) and shows thatf -+ 0. 
(ii) F,lg belongs toL”(W) as the inverse Fourier transform of the L1-func- 
tionxB, ,e =-2. By the same argument as above, F,E,,h := & s E,,h is also inLJ)(W). 
Thus by (19), h EL=(W), which impiiesf = EAlh EL”(W). The assertion (ii) 
now follows from the fact that L2(W) r\ L”(W) CLP(P) for p > 2. 
(iii) It follows from the definition of f  and (19) that j =--: fi ~- 6 = 
h - 2n c /z with fi = j -k xBG Sincej EL~(IJP) by hypothesis and 11 xsG,il >$ 
jj xe /I2 jj EAh jj2 = ~(B)l.1~ [[ E,h (I’? < CO by the Schwarz inequality, we have 
R ELM. This proves (iii). 1 
PROPOSITION 6. Let -4, B be a pair of measurable sets in W of finite Lebesgue 
measure, and let 2 < p < a. There exists an in.nite sequence {fi} of linearly 
independent functions in LZ(EP) n Ln(IP) verifying f(x) = 0 a.e. on A and 
f(r) = 0 a.e. on B. 
Proof. It suffices to show the following: Given any set of linearly independent 
vectors fi ,..., fn verifying the hypotheses of the proposition, there exists an 
additiona vector f # 0 verifying these hypotheses and such that f is not a linear 
combination of fi ,..., fn . 
In view of Lemma 3 we may assume n 3 I. Since fi ,..., frL are linearly 
independent, there exists a measurable set C of finite measure containing A 
such that xcfi ,..., x,-fn are linearly independent. By Lemma 3 there exists f f 0 
in L2(W) f’Lp(Iw”) such that f(x) = 0 a.c. on C and f(t) = 0 a.e. on B. As 
A C 0, f  verifies all the hypotheses of the proposition. Suppose f == x aifi for 
some constants oii, i = I,..., n. Then 0 =-: xcf -.-- x qcf, , which implies 
ai :- 0 for all i ~= l,..., II. 1 
PROPOSITION 7. Let A, B be a pair of Lebesgue measurable sets in IR’” such that 
A is of jinite measwe and B bounded, and let 1 < p < 2. TJzere exists an infinite 
sequence {fi} of linearb independent functions in Lj’(R”) verifying f(x) - 0 a.e. 
on A andf(t) =. 0 a.e. on B. 
Proof. Let S be a (finite) cube in [w’” containing B. By using the second 
identity in (20), one obtains, in the same way as in Lemma 3, the existence of 
a function f + 0 in L2(R”) such that xnf = 0, xs./ = 0, and f == h -- is * JI, 
for some h ELI([W~) n L*(W). It follows as in part (ii) of the proof of Lemma 3 
that h EL’$Q”) for 1 < 9 < 2. Furthermore, one has, from Young’s inequality, 
that II ,& * h IL, < II R 1’1, II Jl II1 , which is finite since & E L”(R”) for p > 1. 
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We have thus shown the existence of one function f  # 0 verifying the hypoth- 
eses of the proposition. To complete the proof, one uses the same reasoning as 
in the proof of Proposition 6. 1 
Our method also leads to an alternative proof of the results of [3]. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let A, B be a pair of measurable sets in R” of finite Lebesgue 
measure, and let I < p < c~3. Suppose f E Ln(R”) veri$es f (x) :- 0 a.e. on A’ and 
f(t) = 0 a.e. on B’. Thenf(x) :- 0 a.e. on 58”. 
Proof. Let q 7 (1 - p-l)-‘. Since xa E V(W), it follows from Hiilder’s 
inequality that I~fl~, :1 11 xaf& :g 1’ x4 ~1 4 lifi I, < KJ. Thus f EL1(W) and 
j, Ly!“). 
Let 1 < s < GO. Then Impish =- Ii x,jl” ,S < p(B) iljllk < a. This implies, in 
particular, that j E L1( Rn) n L2( KY). H ence f is the inverse Fourier transform off 
(cf. [9, Corollary 1.1.21]), and CELL. Ry Proposition 5, f(x) = : 0 a.e. on 
RF. 1 
Note added in proof. An alternative proof of Proposition 7 which is valid also for 
p = 1 is as follows. Let S be a ball in [Wn with B C S such that the distance from B to 
the boundary of S is larger than 1, and let 4 be such that 4 E Cr([Wn) and G(t) = 0 for 
I 6 I 3, 1. Then Q fLq([Wn) for all 2 < Q < to, and the set {x j 4(x) z 0) has measure 
zero since 4(z) is an entire analytic function of z E @. Choose a vector g f 0 in L2([Wn) 
such that EAg = 0 and F,g = 0 and define f by f(x) = +(x)g(x). Then f t I?(&) for 
each 1 < p < 2 by Halder’s inequality and f(x) == 0 a.e. on A. Furthermore 3(t) = 
(4 *g)(E) = 0 for [ E B by the assumptions made on the supports of 4 and g. Also 
i/f 11 1; 0, since the hypothesis f(x) : 0 a.e. implies g(x) == 0 a.e. and we assumed that 
/j g 11 + 0. This establishes the existence of one function f i 0 verifying the hypotheses 
of Proposition 7. The remainder of the proof is unchanged. 
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